
A medical record shows Plaintiff complained of 
back pain before the incident

Why are we using it: showing the person had back pain before incident



A notice to preserve evidence sent to Defendants 
after a bar assault

Why are we using it: showing the bar was told to preserve evidence & did not



Why?

We are not using it to prove any truth of what is in the letter (i.e. someone was 
assaulted).  Rather, we are using it to show the bar was TOLD someone was 

assaulted, and SHOULD HAVE reacted to it (i.e. preserved evidence)



Publish at Trial
People v. Bolden (1996) 44 CA4th 707

None of the contents matter – in fact, the more ridiculous the better!



Pre-Sanchez

Hearsay applied, but 

did it matter to 

experts?



Pre-Sanchez Rule

Evid. Code § 801: Experts can testify regarding inadmissible 
evidence if it “reasonably may be relied upon by an expert in 

forming an opinion upon which the subject to which his testimony 
relates.”

This means if experts usually rely on medical records to come to 
their own medical conclusions, they are reasonably reliable

If medical records are reasonably reliable, experts can use them as 
foundation for their opinions



Experts abused Evid. Code §§ 801 & 802

They would use hearsay documents as “foundation” for their 
opinions

Then, they would jump to illogical conclusions

If experts are testifying as to case-specific facts and using them for their 
opinions, aren’t they using them for the truth???

Pre-Sanchez Problem



Q: And after your review of Lloyd Christmas’ medical records, did you come 
to any conclusions about whether something aside from the crash caused 
his brain injury?

A: Yes.

Q: To a RDMP, what caused his brain injury?

Plaintiff’s Attorney: objection, hearsay.

Judge: overruled, experts may rely on hearsay.

A: Per Chiropractor Ken’s records, when Mr. Christmas was 11 years old he   
fell off his tricycle and was dizzy.  Chiro Ken even diagnosed him with a 
concussion.  Thus, his brain was injured then.

Judge: jury, this isn’t being used for the truth of the matter asserted, 
but is the foundation for this expert’s opinion.

Chiropractor Ken was not called to lay any foundation

Pre-Sanchez Example



Pre-Sanchez Problems

The party offering the evidence has “the burden of 
establishing the foundational requirement of 

trustworthiness.” People v. Hovarter (2008) 44 Cal.4th 
983, 1011. 

Do we really think hearsay statements in medical 
records are trustworthy?  Mistakes happen all the time!

Do we really think the jury is going to say, “oh well this is 
not for the truth of the matter asserted” so I won’t 

consider it. . . 

NO, juries assume these facts are true and rely on them for their verdicts



People v. Sanchez
(2016) 63 Cal.4th 665

Shoring up the hearsay rule



Facts 



Charges

1. Possession of loaded handgun

2. Possession of narcotics + intent to sell

3. Gang enhancement (10+ years)



Trial

District Attorney’s Gang Expert David Stow



Direct Examination:

Gangs hurt communities

Reviews police reports & STEP report

Testifies over objection about statements in reports

1. “I kick it with guys from Delhi”

2. “I got busted with two guys from Delhi”

3. Witnessed a Delhi gang member getting shot

Expert Testimony

Conclusion: Sanchez was member of gang, acting to support gang = gang enhancement



Cross-Examination:

1. Expert was not present during statements

2. Police officers who took the statements did not testify

3. His conclusions were derived solely from the reports

Expert Testimony

Remember . . . Hearsay is all about reliability



Expert Testimony

What else did the defense want to know?

• Who were the officers who took the statements?

• Did the officers have beef with Sanchez?

• Could the officers identify Sanchez?

• What were the circumstances of each report?

• Why was the STEP report issued?

• Did Sanchez reply to receiving the STEP report?

• Etc., etc., etc.

By not calling officers/laying foundation, D.A. avoided potential pitfalls



Appeal Issues

1. Sanchez’ past police contacts & statements were testimonial 
hearsay, thus violating the confrontation clause

2. Expert’s description of Sanchez’ past police contacts & 
statements were offered for the truth of the matter asserted

3. State: the statements the expert relied on were not offered for 
the truth of the matter, only as foundation for opinions



Opinion

“An expert may still rely on hearsay in forming an opinion, and may 
tell the jury in general terms that he did so.” Id. 

“Like any other hearsay evidence, it must be properly admitted 
through an applicable hearsay exception.” Id. at 684. 

“What an expert cannot do is relate as true case-specific facts 
asserted in hearsay statements, unless they are independently 

proven by competent evidence or are covered by a hearsay 
exception.” Id. at 686.



Reasoning

“The reason is obvious – the opportunity to cross-examine the other 
experts as to the basis for their opinions is denied the party to 

whom the testimony is adverse.”

Wouldn’t the defense attorney want to cross the police officers who 
wrote the reports?  

Wouldn’t Lloyd’s attorney want to cross Chiropractor Ken as to the 
foundation of his report and opinions?



“Case Specific” Facts

Case-specific facts are those relating to the 
particular events and participants alleged to have 
been involved in the case being tried.  People v. 
Sanchez (2016) 63 Cal.4th 665, 676

In other words, facts derived SPECIFICALLY from this case



“Case Specific” Facts

◼ Medical records

◼ A police report

◼ Employment records

◼ Incident reports

◼ Witness statements

Ask: did these facts come about only due to this case? 



NOT “Case Specific” Facts

◼ Medical Literature 

◼ Published health care rates

◼ Biomechanical studies



People v. Sanchez Rules

1. Rule: Experts may rely on hearsay to form opinion, BUT it 
cannot be their sole foundation

2. Sanchez: Experts may NOT regurgitate case-specific facts

*unless overcome hearsay and foundation hurdles

What it means: 

• We must lay foundation 

• We must overcome hearsay hurdles

• We must plan our cases better/arm our experts



Is Sanchez Bad?



Potential Problems:

✓ Confusion – criminal v. civil 

✓ Confusion – what are case-specific facts?

✓ Tracking down eye witnesses

✓ Tracking down treating physicians

✓ Prior similar occurrences

✓ Getting prior medical condition into evidence

✓ Getting case treatment into evidence

✓ Increased difficulties 

✓ Increased costs



Myth:  

Sanchez is BAD for Litigants

Truth: 

Sanchez can be GOOD for 
Litigants



Truth: 

Sanchez can be GOOD for 

Litigants

✓You MUST plan 

✓Know the law

✓Use treating physicians



Common Issues With 

Sanchez

◼ Accident Reconstruction

◼ Life Care Planner/Medical Care 

Costs

◼ Expert Witness Designation

◼ Medical Opinions



Judge/Counsel Confusion

➢Sanchez is a criminal case

➢There are differences between civil and criminal cases

➢But the rules of evidence are UNIFORM

➢Be able to I.D. case-specific facts

➢Opposing counsel filing MILs on separate issues

➢Opposing counsel objecting on separate issues

Solution: Educate your judge with pocket briefs!



Accident Reconstruction Issues

➢Do your best to work up case from the outset

➢Send notices to preserve 

➢Get police reports/9-1-1 calls

➢Make the call to the witness & lock them down!

➢See measurements/site inspection

➢Repair orders/vehicle inspection

➢Black box data

➢Know your expert team



Prior Similar Occurrences

➢Use discovery to your advantage (request all prior incident 
reports)

➢Remember: you can use prior similar occurrences as 
NOTICE of the defect

➢We have so many ways we can use evidence, NOT for the 
truth of the matter asserted

The defense does not have the same advantage



Medical Testimony

➢How do we get prior medical condition into evidence?

➢How do we get all case-specific treatment into evidence?

➢Is this an undue burden?

➢Depose treaters – CCP §§2025 & 2034

➢MRI



Designate to Depose

Designate those who can help you as non-retained experts!

1. P.C.P. for prior medical condition (before/after)
2. Overcome pre-existing condition arguments
3. Treater opinions under Ochoa
4. Treater opinions under Bermudez
5. Overcome Sanchez

If the opposing side designates a helpful treater as non-retained, be excited!



Joining Depositions

Any party may use a video recording of the deposition 
testimony of a treating or consulting physician or of any 
expert witness even though the deponent is available to 
testify if the deposition notice under Section 2025.220 
reserved the right to use the deposition at trial, and if that 
party has complied with subdivision (m) of Section 
2025.340.

JOIN Defendant’s deposition notice & reserve your right!



Key: Treating Physicians

Can give opinions per Ochoa v. Dorado (2014) 228 Cal.App.4th 
120:

1. Anything within the scope of their treatment
2. Reasonable & customary cost of medical care
3. Injury causation (state hypothetical)

Tip: have your client bring medical records/images to their appointment



Tips for your direct

1. Overcome the hearsay exceptions

• Business records

• Statement for purpose of medical treatment

2. Introduce helpful records

3. Use trial exhibits!



Using Sanchez as a sword

• If experts are relying on case-specific hearsay, file 
motions in limine

• If experts are not excluded, object before they take the 
stand and request a 402 hearing

• Object before experts start regurgitating case-specific 
hearsay

OBJECT to protect the record!



Protecting Your Client from Sanchez

STIPULATION!



Life Care Plan/Medical Costs

• Foundation laid with Doctor testimony

• American Hospital Directory/Physician Fee/UCR

• Training, education, & experience

• “I called Steve…” NOT OKAY!



Is Sanchez Good or 

Bad?


